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Nick Troccoli  CS 107 Winter 2019 

Midterm	Exam	Solutions 
 

1. Short Answer (20) 
Part 1: 0x1A2 as decimal 

418 

 

Part 2: -99 as binary 

0b10011101 

 

Part 3: Stack and Heap 

Possible answers listed below. 

Memory on the stack: 

• Is cleaned up when the function exists 
• Is faster because it is pre-allocated 
• Grows downwards 
• Cannot be resized 
• Stores local variables 
• Limited to total of 8MB 

 

Memory on the heap: 

• Is not cleaned up until freed 
• Is slower because it is allocated on demand 
• Grows upwards 
• Can be resized 
• Can store larger amounts of data 

 

Example: if you want to return a string, you should heap allocate it.  If you want to resize an array later, you 
should heap allocate it.  If it can go away at function end, you should stack allocate it.  Stack allocation is 
the default. 

 

Part 4: Memory Leaks and Errors 

A memory leak is when you do not free memory you are responsible for after allocating it.  You can lose a 
pointer to the allocated memory, for instance.  A memory error is when you access memory in an improper 
way, such as memory that is not initialized, or memory that does not belong to you.   

 

Memory leak example: you allocate memory and then the function finishes, without saving the address of 
allocated memory.   

 

Memory error example: calling strlen on a char array that you just created but have not filled in yet. 
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2. DNA Disaster (25) 
Part 1: Expression 1 

Sample Solution 

strncmp(dna1 + dna1_length - overlap, dna2, overlap) == 0 

 

Part 2: Adding Lines to Heap Allocate and Return 

Sample Solution 

// can also stack allocate and then strdup later 
char *reassembled_dna = malloc(dna1_length + dna2_length - overlap + 1); 
strcpy(reassembled_dna, dna1); 
strcpy(reassembled_dna + dna1_length - overlap, dna2); 
return reassembled_dna; 

 

3. Filter (40) 
Part 1: Filter 

Sample Solution 

void *filter(void *base, int nelems, int elem_size_bytes, int *new_nelems, bool 
(*select_fn)(void *)) { 
    int capacity = DEFAULT_CAPACITY; 
    int size = 0; 
    void *arr = malloc(elem_size_bytes * capacity); 
 
    for (int i = 0; i < nelems; i++) { 
        void *curr = (char *)base + i * elem_size_bytes; 
        if (select_fn(curr)) { 
            if (size == capacity) { 
                capacity *= 2; 
                arr = realloc(arr, elem_size_bytes * capacity); 
            } 
 
            memcpy((char *)arr + elem_size_bytes * size, curr, elem_size_bytes); 
            size++; 
        } 
    } 
 
    *new_nelems = size; 
    return arr; 
} 
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Part 2: Int Comparison 

Sample Solution 

bool select_large_ints(void *ptr) { 
    return *(int *)ptr >= 5; 
} 

 

 

Part 3 – String Comparison 

Sample Solution 

bool select_valid_dna_strands(void *ptr) { 
    return strlen(*(char **)ptr) >= 3  
        && strspn(*(char **)ptr, "ACTG") == strlen(*(char **)ptr); 
} 

 

Part 3 – Main: 

Sample Solution 

    int filtered_nelems; 
    char **filtered_dna_strands = filter(dna_strands, nelems,     
                                sizeof(dna_strands[0]), 
                                &filtered_nelems, select_valid_dna_strands); 
 
    // Should omit "AA", "ACTGWWW", "aCTG" and "" 
    for (int i = 0; i < filtered_nelems; i++) { 
        printf("%s\n", filtered_dna_strands[i]); 
    } 
 
    free(filtered_dna_strands); 
} 

 

4. A Bit Of Scheduling (25) 
 

Part 1 

Sample Solution 

return (~schedule_one) & (~schedule_two); 

 

Part 2 

Sample Solution 
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return (~schedule_one) | (~schedule_two); 

 

Part 3 

Sample Solution 

unsigned int mask = (~0U >> start) & (~0 << (31 - end)); 
return (~schedule & mask) == mask; 

 

 


